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About This Game

You take another drink as the canvas looms in front of you. A light flickers dimly in the corner. You’ve created countless pieces
of art, but never anything like…this. Why haven’t you done this before? It seems so obvious in retrospect. Your friends, critics,

business partners—soon, they’ll all see. But something’s still missing…

You look up, startled. That melody… Was that a piano? It sounded just like her… But, no—that would be impossible. She’s
gone. They’re all gone.

Have to focus. How long has it taken to get to this point? Too long, but it doesn’t matter. There will be no more distractions. It’s
almost finished. You can feel it. Your creation. Your Magnum Opus.

Dare you help paint a true Masterpiece of Fear? Layers of Fear is a first-person psychedelic horror game with a heavy focus on
story and exploration. Delve deep into the mind of an insane painter and discover the secret of his madness, as you walk through
a vast and constantly changing Victorian-era mansion. Uncover the visions, fears and horrors that entwine the painter and finish

the masterpiece he has strived so long to create.

Game Features:
• Psychedelic horror – A sense of insanity means each turn of the camera may completely change the look of your surroundings.

• Victorian setting – Explore a game world inspired by masterpiece paintings, architecture and décor from the 19th century.
• Original and classic art – Numerous pieces of original art and music flesh out the story and environment.

• Story-focused exploration – Only through exploring the environment can you uncover the details of the painter’s dark and
tragic past.
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August 12th patch:
Hey everybody, I hope all of you are really enjoying the Inheritance DLC! With its launch last week, we found a few nagging
issues that we wanted to fix as soon as possible. Today's patch should address the following:

•Stability improvements
•Added Korean as a supported language
•Minor localization fixes
•Resolved an issue with the Once Upon a Time achievement
•Improved Windows Controller support for the Xbox One controller
•Minor graphic optimizations

.  Only 48 hours left to use your 55% off coupon!:

Take a look at >observer_ now!. The last chance:
Hey guys!

The Steam Halloween Sale will be the last chance for you to get Layers of Fear at a discounted price! For the rest of the year we
will focus on adding content to the game, and as we have stated in our Early Access notes the price will go up with those
updates.

There are a few more hours left until the end of the sale, so if you were unsure whether to buy the game now this might be your
best argument to do so. :)

Just giving you a friendly heads-up.. Halloween Event Contest Winners!:
Hey guys,

sorry for the very late announcement, but we have finally checked all the ins and outs of our little event that went a bit south.

So, without further ado, we would like to congratulate our winners:
- Master Doge
- A Member of the 90s Generation
- Grecia

You will now be immortalized in Layers of Fear!

We have already reached out to you via email with further instructions.

For the rest of our fans I would like to say thank you for participating, we hope you have enjoyed (are still enjoying) the event.
You guys all rock!

Best
Bloober Team. Loyalty Discount: Save 55% on >observer_:

Restart Steam and Check Your Inventory!
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